Due to that many historical documents of China recording the life of emperors and people from upper class in ancient times with limited ones recording that of people from middle and lower classes, genre paintings have played as the important materials for the research on the ancient societies. This paper begins with the analysis on the concept and development progress of the genre paintings; and analyzes on the three types of painting producers by the combination of the surviving genre paintings and relative documents. The analysis on those painting producers will be helpful for the understanding of paintings' contents and implied meanings, acting as one of the indispensable steps for the study of the Song genre paintings.
Concept of Genre Painting
Genre painting, appeared in historical records, haven't been defined explicitly. It was the emergence of various lexicons in modern times that has led to the concept of genre painting. Just as Shen Roujian pointed out in his China Art Dictionary, Genre Painting is one kind of figure painting themed as social morality and life style (Roujian S, 1987, p5) . According to Encyclopedia of China, "Genre Painting is defined as category of paintings centered by figures to demonstrate common customs" (Editorial Office of Encyclopedia of China, 2013, p. 396) . Based on the concepts mentioned above, the author believes that genre painting is a kind of painting works that portrays social customs, focusing on the daily life of the grass-root class.
Development Progress of Genre Painting
Paintings portraying scenes of the underclass had existed prior to the Song Dynasty, instead of independent category. After undergoing nearly 800 years of development, the genre paintings had enjoyed its prosperity in the Song Dynasty.
Genre Paintings Prior to the Song Dynasty
From the perspective of subject selection, the earliest genre painting shall be the portrait brick in the Han Dynasty. A large number of portrait bricks have been unearthed in Sichuan, Jiangsu, Henan and Shandong, covering the subjects of all aspects of the social life, including farming, feast, dancing, acrobatics and hunting. There are less genre paintings in the Jin Dynasty, represented by 'Rural Genre Painting' by Tian Sengliang and 'The Genre Painting of Beauties' by Liu Tian. The genre paintings, with Tian Sengliang as the representative, are the extension and continuation the stone relieves and portrait bricks in the Han Dynasty in terms of contents, featuring the realistic style; and the 'The Genre Painting of Beauties' by Liu Tian had started transforming the painting focus on artistic appreciation.
In the Tang Dynasty, despite that paintings still emphasized on emperors and people from the upper class, there had been some paintings describing the scenes of farming or hunting, with the increased number of paintings on grass-root class gradually. According to Catalogue of Famous Paintings of Past Dynasties, there are 'Rural Genre Painting' by Han Huang, and 'Farming in Remote Mountains', 'Food Delivery' and 'Fishing' by Wang Wei.
Reasons of Song Genre Painting Prosperity
Compared to the previous dynasties, the Song Dynasty featured the diversified subjects as its greatest progress. All aspects of common people, including food, clothing, housing and transformation, had become the subject sources of the genre paintings of the Song Dynasty, resulted from its unique social background. Firstly, the establishment of the imperial examination system and the Imperial Academy had given opportunities to people from the lower class to have access to the upper society. For instance, Yan Wengui was just a street hawker who was familiar with the daily life of common people, before entering into the Imperial Academy. People like Yan had brought the life-oriented aesthetic taste characterized by secularization into the upper society after their joining in the Imperial Academy, exerting influences on the overall development of the painting style. This is the important reason leading to the considerable increased genre paintings in the Song Dynasty. Secondly, the prosperous market economy in the Song Dynasty had made the genre paintings available to circulate as commodities. There were specific painting markets (Huarui L, 1993) in the Song Dynasty, along with the existing of vendors (Ruoxu G, 2000, p. 235) and investors (Chun D, 2000, pp. 420-421) who made a living by scalping paintings. Thirdly, artists of the Imperial Academy had also portrayed the customs on imperial orders. They had to produce the folk scenes into pictures for the emperors to better understand the production and living of ordinary people.
Subjects & Surviving Number of the Song Genre Paintings
The genre paintings of the Song Dynasty mainly portrayed the scenes of market, festival, children at play, excursion, cattle pasturing, entertainment and sacrifice ceremony, composing an encyclopedia of civilian life. The Song genre paintings are divided into four parts by subjects: . The size of the colored flags described in those paintings is smaller than the flags used normally, bur sharing the similar triangle shape, decorated by peacock feathers at the top of the flagpole. Therefore, the genre paintings portraying the scenes of children at play, totaled 26 pieces handed down from ancient times (as shown in Table 3 ), are the important materials for the research on the history of the Song Dynasty.
Pictures of Entertainment & Acrobatics
There are many documents recording the entertainment spirit of people of the Song Dynasty. Many forms of art and entertainment to our knowledge today, such as novel, drama even acrobatics, were all sourced or flourished from the Song Dynasty. The entertainment spirit of people of the Song Dynasty was not only demonstrated from people's daily life, but many entertainment links added in the fiestas. For instance, the Yanshe Etiquette, used as the various etiquettes prior to the performance of archery, was aimed at promoting the traditional Chinese culture characterized by treating people with courtesy, as a grandly serious form of etiquette in the Tang Dynasty. However, this ceremony was added by various pieces of music played by music workshops or poetic drama live shows. This had shown that people of the Song Dynasty didn't treat Yanshe Etiquette as a real form of etiquette, but another form of entertainment. Moreover, the Jinming Pool in the Northern Song Dynasty can also demonstrate their entertainment spirit. The pool, originally dig for exercising the battles fought on the sea, river or lake, was transformed into the most flourishing entertainment places, even more busy than the special entertainment place named "Wazi". And it was people's love of entertainment that resulted in the emergence of the specific category of genre paintings portraying the scenes of the entertainment. 
Analysis on Painting Producers of the Song Genre Paintings
Producers of the Song genre paintings are mainly consisted of three groups: folk painters; artists of the Imperial Academy; government officials and monks of the Song Dynasty.
Folk Painters
From the perspective of the inscriptions on the surviving paintings, there were fewer paintings produced by folk painters; however, it is not the case. The market economy of the Song Dynasty had begun to take shape; the access of paintings into the market as commodities had indicated that main producers of the Song paintings were doomed to be changed from the former scholars and imperial artiest to the commercial painters in folk painting workshops; however, due to that most of their works circulated into the market as commodities without signatures, there were few historical documents recording their information, and this is one of the reasons that there are so many surviving Song paintings without painters' signatures, e.g. 'Children at Play in Yard', 'Children at Play in Spring' are those paintings without inscriptions produced by folk painters, Fig.2 and Fig. 3 . 
Artists of Imperial Academy
The rulers of the Song Dynasty emphasized on the important role played by "customs" in governing a state. Therefore, most of the producers of the Song genre paintings are the artists of the Imperial Academy. For instance, according to Historical Record of Eastern Han Dynasty, the emperors often summoned government officials to ask them about the living conditions of local people (Yi F，1927，p228) . Sometimes, those officials may produce the scenes of folk life into pictures for emperors' reading; and the production of those pictures were assigned to the artists of the Imperial Academy.
Besides for emperors' understanding of folk scenes in the royal court, the genre paintings themed farming and weaving also played as the tool of social education and guidance, showing people how to farm and produce, as in Fig. 4 . The first piece of Farming & Weaving, produced by Lou Shu in the Sothern Song Dynasty, is reserved till now on the basis of multiple times of copying and reprinting. Besides Lou's version, the surviving paintings themed farming and weaving boast various versions. During the Yuan and Ming Dynasties, the growing methods of crops were produced into images by the governments of various prefectures and counties, to guide people's agricultural production. During the Qing Dynasty, the paintings themed farming and weaving became more and more popular, because that all the emperors of the past dynasties had ordered to produce those paintings and use them as royal decorations, implying peace and prosperity, showing that the paintings themed farming and weaving were very important in the ancient China focusing on agriculture.
To produce the scenes of civil life or farming and weaving, painters had to deeply understand the folk life. Thus, the Imperial Academy recruited folk talents to work for the academy, e.g. Mao Yi and Yan Wengui. The painters coming from the grass root class, although working for the emperors, would never remove their family backgrounds from the lower class; besides, their long-term living environments and knowledge structures had www.ccsenet.org/ass Asian Social Science Vol. 10, No. 13; 2014 208 resulted in the secular style of their paintings (Shaoqing L, 2010) . Based on those reasons mentioned above, most of surviving Song genre paintings were produced by the artists of Imperial Academy. 
Part of Government Officials and Monks of the Song Dynasty
Besides the folk painters and artists of the Imperial Academy, another group of producers of the Song Genre Paintings was consisted of government officials and monks. For instance, Wang Zao, Governor of Prefecture, and Li Di, Prime Minister during the times of Song Renzong, had produced fewer genre paintings, compared to the number of their landscape paintings, most of which had described the rural scenery, such as 'Returning from Pasturing' and 'Cattle Pasturing'. Besides expressing their yearning for countryside, government officials and monks also produced paintings themed cattle pasturing to eulogize the spring. People in the ancient times believed that the implied meaning of cattle in spring was the beginning of agriculture promotion and spring ploughing; consequently, they usually purchased paintings of farm cattle during Beginning of Spring (a Chinese solar term), to express their greeting of spring and pray for a good harvest year. Government officials and monks wouldn't sell the paintings themed cattle pasturing in the paining market, but they would also produce those paintings to express their appreciation of spring and their love of the nature. 
Conclusion
This paper summarizes that the reasons leading to the prosperity of the Song Genre Paintings are the emergence of the painting market and the Imperial Academy, based on the analysis on the concept and development progress of genre paintings. Besides a few folk painters, government officials and monks, most surviving genre paintings of the Song Dynasty were produced by the artists of Imperial Academy.
